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What Should Funders Be Looking For When financing NAMAs?

- Governance
- Policy Coherence
- Robust & Pragmatic MRV
- "Bankable" Proposals
What should funders be looking for – cont'd

Well designed proposals, following extensive domestic stakeholder consultation
Ambitious but realistic work programme, capable of implementation
Capable proponent with relevant mandate, technical and financial capability

| Good leadership by lead agency (national champion) | Builds on existing sector policy, but strengthens ambition | Availability of data or credible plan to get it | Overcoming financial barriers |
| Evidence of strong partnerships | Clearly linked with national climate developmental policies & priorities | Good baseline, credible statement of the counterfactual | How will funds be deployed, how much over what period |
| Coordination e.g. Interministerial committees | Potential for scale up and replicability | Clear and measureable indicators | Leveraging impact of donor funds |
| Role of private sector | | Full set of metrics GHG & co-benefits | Cost of financing |
| | | | Performance based? |
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